
BUSINESS PLAN ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING AND ANALYSIS

environmental scanning. Let us learn the environmental scanning meaning. meaning. This will help the entrepreneur
plan the necessary business strategy.

This is where environmental scanning comes into the picture. In addition, by pulling together stakeholder
teams to examine the various areas from the SKEPTIC, we begin to build that shared vision which is so
critical for Higher Ed institutions, especially with faculty. Internal analysis of the environment is the first step
of environment scanning. Because of the constant introduction of new technological innovations, the business
environment is always changing. What is Environmental Scanning? Let us take a brief look. Companies that
follow a prospector strategy usually respond to their chosen environment contrary to the way companies that
follow a defender strategy do. And they also identify the strengths of the firm. Personal sources refer to
conversations face - to - face or by telephone and they provide multiple suggestions and quick feedback, while
impersonal sources refer to the written or documental ones and they enable to condense a large amount of
data. In this context, competitiveness is based on the ability to acquire, treat and use information efficiently in
order to make decisions Mcgee; Prusak,  A threat for one organization may be an opportunity for another.
Therefore, organizations need to keep attuned to what is happening in the environment so that managers may
respond to the market changes. Information sources were subdivided into external written, internal written,
personal external and personal internal. In an article for K schools, Dr. The fourth approach by Miles and
Snow regards companies that follow a reactor strategy, which make environmental adjustment unstable and
inconsistent. Differently, according to Miles and Snow , companies that follow an analyzer strategy operate in
two types of product-market domains, a stable one and a dynamic one. Now that we know the environmental
scanning meaning, let us see the purpose. However, few of these efforts looked at long-range planning.
Suggested Videos Need and Function of Entrepreneurship Entrepreneurial Competencies and Motivation
Environmental Scanning In any business organization, there is an internal and external environment. For
instance, many individuals and organization use a SWOT analysis, which looks at strengths S , weaknesses W
, opportunities O and threats T as a means to examine the current state in which organization operates.
Weakness: Study of the internal environment also point out the weaknesses of the company. The
characteristics described in this study are strategic behavior, environmental scanning, performance, size and
age. Environmental factors are infinite, hence, organization should be agile and vigile to accept and adjust to
the environmental changes. Organizations should observe the internal organizational environment. The close
study of the internal and external environment of an organization will reveal some very valuable information,
i. Strength: After analysis of the internal environment of a company, we will be able to identify the strengths
that give the company a competitive advantage. Socio-demographics also show up in employee decisions,
whether in hiring, policymaking or training and development. The main results show that prospectors scan
data from the competition as well as technological aspects and access written sources of information and
internal sources of information more frequently than those that adopt another type of strategic behavior.
Threats: Analysis of the external environment will also help in the identification of any business threats from
competitors or any other factors. C Customers â€” This category provides an interesting conundrum for higher
education leaders. Frequency Daft ; Sormunen ; Parks , ; Beal , refers to the number of times a manager sca ns
the environment, while how the manager acquires information refers to the type of source. The strategy of
these companies is that of continuous development, with the scanning of environmental circumstances, trends
and events, having their first growth stages in new markets and products. Small and medium businesses cannot
afford to only focus on short-term profits. Based on this information, proper adjustments are made between the
internal structure and the environment. Environmental scanning requires members of an organization to look
externally and identify prominent lessons, trends, opportunities or threats that can adversely affect the
company.


